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bottles we have here at the bar. It has
many different uses, from a great adult
night in with a (big) glass of Whisky (like
our Malt Whiskey Extreme tasting flight).
It also has an awesome feel when you are
on your own.1. Field of the Invention The

present invention relates to a camera
having a print film system, and more

particularly, it relates to a camera having
a print film system, in which a print film
including a plurality of frames is taken, a
predetermined frame is selected from the
plurality of frames, this selected frame is
subjected to a photographing operation

with a conventional camera and an image
of the selected frame is printed. 2.

Description of the Background Art A
printer to which a print film including a

plurality of frames can be loaded, is
generally constructed to print on the print

film a photograph of a subject which is
taken by a camera. The printer also prints

some information, such as the date of
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photographing, a title of the
photographed subject and the like on the

print film. With a printer capable of
printing alphanumerical and/or graphic
information at a desired position of the

print film in addition to the print
photographing, the printer is often used

as a photo printing system for a
conventional camera having the print film

system. For example, Japanese Laying-
open Utility Model Publication No.

56-76822 proposes a camera having a
print film system. In this camera, a

shutter is operated to take a print film,
and the print film is loaded in the camera.
During the loading, it is checked whether

or not the print film is inserted in a
predetermined position in the camera. If

the print film is not located in the
predetermined position in the camera,

the print film is removed from the camera
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